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ARCHITEMA	 
HOSPITALITY	 
FURNITURE

ARCHITEMA	S.R.L.
Via Risorgimento, 89  
20826 Misinto (MB)  
Italy

Tel. +39 02 96320635
Fax +39 02 96721714
info@architema.it
web www.architema.it

Among our customers we count prestigious hotels and restaurants, 
lounge bars, major cruise ship groups, luxury yachts, retail shops and 
private villas.
We have always thought of our company as an egg.
Full of content and suitable for many recipes.
We believe that designing for the hospitality industry is more similar to the 
creation of a theatrical scenography than to interior decoration.
The multiplicity of people who will use a public space allow us the freedom 
to emphasize a style, to accentuate the color palette, to declaim, in short, 
our space.
That is why we offer you such a vast and eclectic collection as well as made 
to measure, so that you can mix all or some of the ingredients and, like a great 
actor, go on stage.
So now you just have to choose your style !

Hall Stand
7.2 N76
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B.	LAB	ITALIA	S.R.L.	
TECKELL

Via Marmolada, 20
21013

Tel. +39 0331.774445
jeant@teckell.com
www.teckell.com

For 20 years Teckell has been making unique and cutting-edge design 
pieces with a cutting-edge approach that allows global customers to love 
and enjoy the Italian «Dolce Vita».Teckell faces the perennial challenge of 
creating phenomenal products that also reflect the latest trends. Products 
that at the same time exemplify minimal design, integrate well in a classic-
contemporary environment and look good in a house with an exclusive 
style. Thin but decisive lines, extraordinary details and finishes distinguish 
Teckell. The Teckell catalog includes: Foosball, Billiards, Ping Pong, Air 
Hockey, Chessboard, Exercise Bike, Watches.

Hall Stand
7.2 P81
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Lym is innovation, a look to the future, dynamism and a very strong link 
with the territory to which it belongs, it is here and more precisely in Sacile 
that the company was born in 2017, launching the first products at the 
Salone del Mobile in Milan Euroluce in 2019 and developing more and 
more in the following years.
Lym is a young industry of excellence in technological and design lighting, 
with entirely Italian production and collaborations with international 
designers and companies, constantly looks to the future by intercepting 
styles and needs in the living of the new generations, in a entrepreneurial 
dimension that looks at and respects history and tradition, transposing it to 
the future.

BIGA	SURO

LYM	S.R.L.
Strada Cornadella, 15/A 
33077 Sacile (PN)

Tel. +39 0434735346
sales@lym.it
www.lym.it

Hall Stand
7.2 P69
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Quality, innovation, high technology and respect for the environment.
These are the values which have made Ceramica Sant’Agostino a leader in 
the ceramic sector, with its extremely transversal production range which 
responds to the most varied needs of contemporary lifestyles.
The beautiful appearance and high performance of these products are the 
result of coherent and strategic choices of the company which focuses its 
goal on reaching a total quality of the entire production system:
with the help of a continuously evolving technology.
The same used by the company in its constant research into new forms 
of ceramic expression, to create high-designm products which fully comply 
with the strictest environmental protection standards.
Today this means being a a cutting-edge company: having clear corporate 
responsibility to create a sustainable future.
Better for all.

CERAMICA	
SANT’AGOSTINO	

CERAMICA	SANT’AGOSTINO	SPA
Via Statale, 247 
44047 Sant’agostino

Tel. +39 0532 844 111
Fax +39 0532 844 209  
info@ceramicasantagostino.it
www.ceramicasantagostino.it

Hall Stand
7.3 B12
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«Ceramiche Bucci» is a small artisan company. It was founded by maestro 
Franco Bucci in 1961. 
We continue to work with the same passion, craftsmanship and technical 
expertise. 
All our products are made of Stoneware (top-quality ceramic and resistance).
The production includes everyday items for the table and home decor. 
Each object contains a deep concept, a tribute to the Italian craftsmanship, 
the popular culture of the object of daily use which combines the art of 
«know how» with high-quality ceramics and design.
We only use non-toxic covering enamels, suitable for food use. 
All our products are dishwashing machine and microwave safe.
We supply various shops and restaurants in Italy, in Europe, in the USA and 
the Middle East

CERAMICHE	BUCCI

CERAMICHE	BUCCI	S.R.L.
Strada della Romagna, 143 
61121 Pesaro (IT)

Tel. +39 0721 27127
hello@ceramichebucci.srl
www.ceramichebucci.com

Hall Stand
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Passion for research, technological innovation, in line with design and 
architectural trends. For over fifty years Cerdomus has been expressing 
through ceramics, an ancient and fascinating material, collections that are 
true style solutions with the taste and quality of Made in Italy. Formats, 
surfaces, and original workmanship: Cerdomus collections are a value that 
lasts over time. The special features of Cerdomus products are tangible 
elements at the designer’s disposal. Discover the values that express all our 
care and attention for floors and walls, amid a long list of solutions proposed 
you will discover our specialities such as multi-format compositions, indoor 
and outdoor solutions, big slabs and much more.

CERDOMUS	

CERDOMUS	S.R.L
Via Emilia Ponente, 1000
48014

Tel. +39 0546 652111
Fax +39 0546 652111
info@cerdomus.com
www.cerdomus.com

Hall Stand
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Young company founded in 2007 to respond to the modern needs of 
the contract market, Chairs & More immediately presents itself to the 
international markets with its linear design collections .The attention to 
comfort, the quality of the materials and the careful production rigorously 
Made in Italy allow the company to grow rapidly  offering new collections 
every year and obtaining feedback from the market and the international 
press that recognizes their strong personality and constant commitment to 
search for new product concepts.

CHAIRS	&	MORE

CHAIRS	&	MORE	S.R.L.
Via Dell’artigianato, 18 
33048 (UD) 
Italy

Tel. +39 0432-743271
info@chairsandmore.it
www.chairsandmore.it

Hall Stand
7.2 M82
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Chiarugi, from Florence, Italy, has been making Pepper Mills, Salt Mills, 
Herbs Grinders, since 1952.
While drawing our inspiration from Tuscan and Florentine Renaissance 
culture, we also continually pay attention to modern style and construction 
requirements, and make our products using only the best beech wood and 
other high-quality materials.
Wood is the traditional protagonist of the company’s collections. European 
Beech, Cherry, African Walnut, Oak, Rosewood and the rarer Olive are used, 
with a waxed or shiny surface finish to enhance the object and protect it 
against wear.
Other materials include acrylic, crystal and silver-plate, interrelated by a 
sophisticated design concept.

CHIARUGI	1952

CHIARUGI	1952	S.R.L.
Via Del Roseto, 50  
Bagno a Ripoli 
50012 Firenze 
Italy

Tel. +39 055696316
Fax +39 0559900063
chiarugi@chiarugi.it
www.chiarugi.it

Hall Stand
 4   D47
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Ciclotte is the line of pieces of design / luxury fitness equipment, pure 
expression of contemporary life, where living, work and relax share the 
same hotel’s room throw design objects which are at the same time real 
exercise tools and unique and exclusive decoration objects.
Idea, form and technology combines to offer inimitable style and elegance, 
from hotel and yacht.
Ciclotte line is composed by a range of bikes in Carbon, Glass, Wood and 
Steel, a kit of Dumbbells with a variable mass of 15 Kg but which is a 
sculpture while assembled on its rack, and a Wall-Bar, whose structure is 
ergonomically distributed around the body like in Leonardo’s Vitruvian Man, 
but which is also a unique mirror when the exercising racks are folded away.

CICLOTTE

Multi-Design	S.R.L.
Via Locatelli, 31
24121

Tel. +39 035233350
mktg@ciclotte.com
www.ciclotte.com

Hall Stand
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CRIBEL® industrie per l’arredamento is a young and dynamic company 
in Southern Italy: from the heart of , Alto Salento it carries out exclusive 
indoor and outdoor furnishing projects thanks to the large selection of 
products. Not just a company but a partner who follows its customers 
step by step in the creation and evolution of their design vision of their 
business. Cribel offers a wide range of furniture following the evolution 
markets and its trends.

CRIBEL

CRIBEL	S.R.L.
Sede Legale:  
Via Xx Settembre, 118  
00187 Roma 
 
Sede Operativa: Via Per Grottaglie, Km 1.8  
72021 Francavilla Fontana (BR)

Tel. +39 0831821040
acquisti@cribel.it
amministrazione@cribel.it
www.cribel.it

Hall Stand
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EDIMAX	ASTOR	
CERAMICHE

EDIMAX	ASTOR	CERAMICHE	 
GRUPPO	BETA	SPA
Strada Statale 569 N. 234
41014 Solignano Di Castelevetro (MO)

Tel. +39 059748911
Fax +39 059748990
info@edimaxastor.it
www.edimaxastor.it

Edimax Astor Ceramiche produces Made in Italy, high quality, coloured 
body glazed procelain tiles for walls and floors. Design, aesthetics research, 
and technological innovation are some of the company’s milestones with 
the aim of serving the most demanding markets with unique collections. In 
2019, Edimax has introduced its 3D SHAPED TECHNOLOGY, a production 
technique that conveys a strong realistic aspect to the products, due to 
the perfect synchronization between graphics and structure. The company 
promotes ecological awareness through the recycling and reuse of water 
and waste and energy saving  thanks to a 1 mega photovoltaic system. With 
an efficient supply chain, Edimax managed to position itself among the most 
prestigious players in the national and international markets.

Hall Stand
7.3 B8
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ELESI	LUCE	

ELESI	LUCE	S.R.L.
Via Magellano 8
35010 Trebaseleghe (PD)

Tel. +39 049 9385235
Fax +39 049 9388686
info@elesiluce.it
www.elesi-luce.com

We have been designing lighting products since 1997. It’s a job we are 
passionate about. Over the years we have developed, innovating the 
production processes and introducing new technologies, never forgetting 
how important it is for us to stay true to our aisan origins, our local culture 
and its entrepreneurial tradition. This is why we have made a conscious 
decision to follow the “Made in Italy” philosophy. “We like to think that the 
people who purchase our products also share our idea of light”

Hall Stand
7.2 E11
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ELMA
ITALIAN	MIRRORS	
DESIGN

ELMA	S.R.L.
Via Foresto, 13
31058

Tel. +39 0438/402897
Fax +39 0438/405042
eperin@elmamirrors.it
pfumagalli@elmamirrors.it
www.elmamirrors.it

ELMA  s.r.l. is part of an important Italian industrial group: VOLP 
ATOINDUSTRIE s.p.a..
Volpato Industrie, founded in 1974, is a leading company in the production 
of plastic and aluminum products, especially for kitchen, living room and 
bedroom.
Elma, founded in 2008, is a reference company in Italy and in the European 
market for the production of mirrors in the bathroom and livingroom sector.
All products are designed and dedicated to each client. Always All 
products are designed and dedicated to each client. Always looking for 
the right compromise between aesthetic needs, price looking for the right 
compromise between aesthetic needs, price and essential levels of quality.
and essential levels of quality.
We submit each request to an accurate analysis and collaborate with the 
customer in the development of the project.
Our sectors have all the technology knowledge necessary to guarantee the 
completely internal supply chain. Elma is a perfect meeting point between the 
lates t generation and the “know how” of artisan matrix.
Design, finishes, dimensions; we address all the aspects that characterize our 
mirrors to satisfy precise orientations and functional needs.
We were one of the first mirror manufacturers who offered cer tified products 
with CE marking. This means a guarantee that our products, entirely made in 
Italy, meet the EU requirements for safety, health and environmental protection.

Hall Stand
7.3 J104
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ENGI	LIGHTING	

ENGI	S.R.L.	
Via Cassola, 60 
36027 Rosa’ (VI) 

Tel. +39 0424 582534 
Fax +39 0424 587185 
info@engi.it
www.engi.it

ENGI LIGHTING: 25 years of passion for LIGHTING
ENGI SRL was founded 25 years ago and it is based in Rosà in North East 
of Italy closed to Venice. 
ENGI is specialized in designing, developing and manufacturing of lighting 
products with led and combined with most advanced technologies.
We manufacture our luminaires in Italy and we take care of quality and 
design in order to ensure the mark “Made in Italy”. Great care is taken 
in the choice of materials as glass, ceramic, wood and metal and in the 
manufacturing process. All our products are low energy consumption, totally 
recyclable and low CO2 emissions on manufacturing process. 
Our range of led products includes:
a) interior lighting: decorative, retail, office and industrial products
b) contract 
c) exterior lighting: projectors bollards, street lighting, industrial lighting
d) customized lighting

Hall Stand
7.2 D16
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ESSEQUATTRO

ESSEQUATTRO	SPA
Via del Lavoro 8, Grisignano di Zocco, 
36040 Vicenza (IT)

Tel. +39 0444 418888
essequattro@essequattro.it
www.Essequattro.it

Essequattro spa is an Italian company, 50 years old, that produces 
customized furniture for hotel, retail, private houses,..
Furniture  means interior design elements but also windows, internal and 
external wall coverings, stairs, etc.
The company has a factory  of over 15 thousand square meters where 
all types of wood and metal are processed and 4 painting stations. All 
furnishings are produced in the essequattro factory.

 

Hall Stand
7.2 P75
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Le brand EVER Life Design® est né pour répondre aux besoins de la famille, 
dans la chambre la plus intime de la maison, la salle de bain . Mais pas 
seulement . Nous concevons des produits en tenant compte des besoins 
des gens, nos produits sont de la plus haute qualité et 100 % Made in Italy 
. Nous aimons penser que tous ce que nous faisons peut accompagner 
les gens dans toutes les étapes de la vie, avec un regard sur l’avenir . Les 
produits EVER Life Design® sont capables de s’adapter aux changements, 
aux besoins, et garantissent autonomie, fonctionnalité et sécurité dans la 
salle de bain et la maison . EVER Life Design® propose des produits avec un 
design original et sophistiqué, grâce à la recherche des matériaux raffinés 
mais en même temps durables et pratiques, et l’étude de nouvelles formes, 
de plus en plus fonctionnels . Nous pensons qu’ il ne suffit plus de créer un 
objet fin en soi, le même accessoire doit avoir plusieurs finctions , et il doit 
pouvoir être utilisé dans des contexts différents, par tous, et il doit avoir des 
caractéristiques de durabilité et recyclabilité.

EVER	LIFE	DESIGN

THERMOMAT	SANILINE	S.R.L.
Via M. Curie, 7
6034

Tel. +39 0376 44 73 12
info@everlifedesign.it
www.everlifedesign.it

Hall Stand
7.3 K99
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The history of Filed is identified with that of its creator, Ferdinando 
Ingenito, who in 45 years of activity has defined its lines and philosophy.
Our strength is rechargeable lamps and we are among the most innovative 
manufacturers.We develop and manufacture MADE IN ITALY products 
that want to be in clear contrast with the trend of large-scale distribution.
Relying on the creativity of young and famous designers, we are constantly 
looking for novelties in shapes and technology.

FERDINANDO	
INGENITO	S.R.L.

Via Michele Pironti N. 11  
84014 Nocera Inferiore (SA)

Tel. +39 081 9211576
info@fi-led.it
www-fi-led.it

Hall Stand
7.2 E13
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The FINCIBEC GROUP is known worldwide for the excellence of its ceramic 
products, which is the expression of absolute quality of its production 
process that uses the best technologies in the industry. FINCIBEC 
solutions add environmental sustainability and social responsibility to the 
beauty and exquisite features of its products. The products of the group 
companies are used for residential, commercial and public projects on a 
daily basis.

FINCIBEC	GROUP

FINCIBEC	S.P.A.
Via Valle D’Aosta, 47
41049

Tel. +39 0536861300
Fax +39 0536861400
info@fincibec.it
www.fincibec.it

Hall Stand
7.3 J100
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Fiorirà un giardino is an italian B2B company operating for more than 30 
years.
The company creates and designs furniture, mises en place, interior 
decorations and room fragrances and sells them all over the world.
It offers tailor-made and custom-made solutions suitable for hotels, 
restaurants, events and shops.
Freshly new ideas, practical and refined solutions are combined with great 
attention to harmony and perfect balance among products.
High quality, craftsmanship and attention to details are the “fil rouge” of 
fiorirà un giardino products.
All our products are marketed for over 30 years as quality assurance.

FIORIRÀ	 
UN	GIARDINO	

FIORIRÀ	UN	GIARDINO	S.R.L.
Via Galileo Galilei, 10
33042 Buttrio (UD) 
Italy

Tel. +39 0432 602332
info@fioriraungiardino.it
www.fioriraungiardino.com

Hall Stand
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FRATELLI	 
CALANDRA	S.R.L.

Via Vice Q.ninni Cassara N.8
90047

Tel. +390 918903330
Fax +390 918903330
calandrasalvatore@hotmail.com

Our company has been engaged in marble processing for over 50 years, 
we deal with the transformation of marble blocks into slabs of which we 
produce floors and semi-finished products, ornaments for the furniture 
we offer in particularly our Sicilian materials including: Ceppo, Libeccio, 
Diaspro, Grigio Billiemi and the Ivory Segesta. Furthermore, we have 
reopened the only quarry of LIBECCIO AND DIASPRO DI SICILIA. The quarry 
has a considerable historical value that we mention: The ancient Libeccio, 
one of the finest Sicilian marbles, widely used between the end of the 
sixteenth century and the first half of the eighteenth century, it was extracted 
in the only quarry of Custonaci (Trapani) and for its variegated aspect. The 
scarce quantities and the mining difficulties make it a refined and precious 
stone. Its characteristic color that contrasts the green with ivory red, yellow 
and gray, blend together to create an original and never one same. It can be 
considered the most «baroque» of Sicilian marbles. The beginnings of its use 
are traceable in some architectural decorations, both in large slabs for cladding 
wall panels that in polychrome marble inlays, in addition to creating all-round 
elements, The quarry has a considerable historical value that we mention: used 
in works of absolute prestige by Bernini (1672-78), or the decoration of some 
rooms of the Royal Palace of Caserta, built by Vanvitelli starting from 1751. 
Today our company is equipped with sophisticated machines for the resin and 
polishing of the slabs and operates in compliance with the ethical awareness of 
its employees, customers and suppliers, complies with the certifications of the 
environmental sector. Our marbles are present throughout the national territory, 
and internationally: ITALY, MOROCCO, ENGLAND, SINGAPORE, RUSSIA, JAPAN, 
KUWAIT, DUBAI, INDIA, USA, CANADA. 

Hall Stand
7.2 P77
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Since 1850 Grassi Pietre extracts and processes Vicenza Stone from its 
own quarries located in the Berici Hills (Vicenza). The company works 
any type of marble and stone, operating as a stone contractor in complex 
projects that involve the use of different materials and representing an 
excellent partner for architects and designers. With a view to sustainability, 
Grassi Pietre produces also Pietranova and Alpi 4.0, agglomerates of 
cement and Vicenza Stone which, in addition to a remarkable technical-
aesthetic yield, allow the partial recycling of raw materials resulting from 
quarrying and stone processing. 
www.grassipietre.it

GRASSI	PIETRE

GRASSI	PIETRE	S.R.L.
Via Madonetta, 2 
36024 Nanto (VI) 
 Italy

Tel. +39 0444 639092
Fax +39 0444 730071
info@grassipietre.it
www.grassipietre.it/en/

Hall Stand
7.3  C5
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Gruppo Cerdisa Ricchetti today guides 10 European ceramic brands, one 
group brand and 4 Italian brands: Cerdisa, Cisa Ceramiche, GCR, Ricchetti 
and Roberto Cavalli Home Luxury Tiles.
With 5 factories, the Group’s continually evolving technology has always 
been rooted in the finest Italian ceramic culture, today projected on a 
worldwide scale.
Huge investments are made all the time to guarantee products that boast 
excellent aesthetic and technical qualities.
Particularly significant is the collaboration with the fashion house Roberto 
Cavalli, which began in 2011.

GRUPPO	CERDISA	
RICCHETTI

GRUPPO	CERAMICHE	 
RICCHETTI	S.P.A.
Via Trebbo, 109
41053 Maranello (MO)

Tel. +39 0536992511
Fax +39 0536993757
mktg@ricchetti-group.com
www.ricchetti-group.com

Hall Stand
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ITALIAN	BEDS	 
&	BBEDS

3	EMME	ECO	COMFORT	S.R.L.	
Corso Vittorio Emanuele, 432 
84096 Montecorvino Rovella (SA)

Tel. +39 089 097 79 84
export@italianbeds.eu
www.italianbeds.eu

ITALIAN BEDS specializes in the production of mattresses since 1980 and 
we have the 100% MADE IN ITALY certification of origin and quality, by 
adopting the IT01 system 100% Italian Quality.
The added value is the ability to customize the product range, according to 
any need, collaborating with Italian and foreign designers. Moreover, we are 
PRIVATE LABEL specialists and we offer co-branding opportunities.
The company has always invested in research and development to improve 
production processes while respecting the environment. 
BBEDS creates exceptional beds making use few simple tools since 1967: 
cramens, raw materials 100% natural, Italian taste and the desire to fer a 
sleep that will regenerates yourself.

Hall Stand
7.2 N70
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iXOOST is the only company in the world which creates bespoke Hi-
Fi systems for home by using genuine exhausts and spare parts from 
Formula 1 Teams, Supercars and Motorsport (patented technology), 100% 
Made in Italy. 
Officially licensed by Automobili Lamborghini, AMG-Mercedes, Pirelli, 
Abarth and others, iXOOST high-end sound systems are born from an easy 
intuition: making an original exhaust, the symbolic object of car’s sound, 
roaring again to the notes of our favorite music. Every creation is handmade 
and tailor-made in Modena, the heart of the Italian Motor Valley, and can be 
easily connected via Bluetooth or wi-fi.

iXOOST	 
ARTISTIC	AUDIO

iXOOST S.R.L.
Via Emilia Ovest, 705
41123 Modena 
Italy

Tel. +39 059 5962120
info@ixoost.it
www.ixoost.it

Hall Stand
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L’	ARREDATHETA

L’ARREDATHETA	S.R.L.
Via Victor Fleming, 8
00012 Guidonia (RM)

Tel. +39 0670303030
Fax +39 0670300128
info@larredatheta.com
www.larredatheta.com

L ‘Arredatheta was born in Rome in 1981 as a family-run furniture company. 
Over the years it has increasingly  specialized in the design and creation 
of furnishings for hotels and accommodation facilities of all categories. 
Today, L’Arredatheta is in continuous development, paying constant and 
particular attention to the research and offering a wide choice of materials 
and items rigorously conceived and designed for hotels.
The experience acquired in over 40 years of activity with more than 4.000 
customers and the continuous research and innovation in the hotel sector 
are made available to each customer by a technical, professional and helpful 
team. Each piece of furniture is totally MADE IN ITALY from the design to its 
realization.
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L’ARTIGIANO	DEL	
LAMPADARIO

Via Filippo Lippi N° 35  
52100

Tel.  +39 0575-1327232  
+39 29709014

Fax +39 0575-1327232
artigianodellampadario@gmail.com
www.artigianodellampadario@gmail.com

Let me introduce you our artisanal company of chandeliers in Florentine 
style that was born in 1965 in Italy.Over the years we’ve produced over 100 
model in different sizes and colors, but the beauty of handmade items is 
that we can personalized each model depending on our customers’ needs.
Each chandelier can be changed on the sizes, the type of crystal and frame 
color!We’re specialized on customizing chandeliers for make our customers 
dreams come true so they can feel to have bought a special and unique 
piece, made just for them!Our frames are made in iron of good quality from 
a local artisan that collaborate with us, the basic colors finishes (silver/gold) 
are made in purl and crystals can be of any color choosing from our suppliers’ 
color chart, in addition to the classic clear ones.
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Our company works for over 60 years in Lighting Industry making brass 
fusion.
Since 1958, year in which the company was found, L. Gomiero has always 
represented one reference point in Lighting market, being specialized in 
the production of brass lamps.
We have the experience and with our qualified staff, we can realize 
all exclusive models and found a win-win formula for elegance and 
sophistication.
All our products are entirely made follow the hand-made formula: we have 
a big foundry and a well-equipped laboratory of lampshades that should 
satisfy all the desires of customers.
More than lamps, our company realizes also lots of other items such as 
tables, railing, signage for hotels, electrical plates … in brass, iron and steel 
with all finishes required by clients.
From many years we work in Hotel Industry being general contractor and 
cooperating with well-known designers and Interior Designers.
We are able to realize global project for all the typologies of lighting requested.

L.	GOMIERO	SNC

Via Molinetto, 52
31030

Tel. +39 0423910153
info@ellegomiero.it
www.ellegomiero.it
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l’Opificio is a family company specialising in creation and production 
of furnishing fabrics available with an excellent cut length service and a 
customizable Home Haute Couture line.
Founded in Turin in 1998, the company products are of impeccable quality, 
a refined and eclectic style and great chromatic richness. It designs and 
produces the collections 100% Made in Italy, formaldehyde- and heavy 
metals-free, with a total control over the vertical production chain and a 
great attention to sustainability.
l’Opificio collections include a wide range of fabrics for hospitality, theatres 
and yachts, resistant, washable and fire- retardant using natural or artificial 
fibres conformed to the most rigid international safety standards. With 
minimum orders, we developed and produce customised collections too.

L’OPIFICIO

OPIFICIO	SERICO	 
FIORENTINO	S.R.L.
Via Martiri Della Liberta’, 42 
10131 Torino 
Italy

Tel. +39 011 92 98 670
Fax +39 011 92 97 037
info@lopificio.it
www.lopificio.it
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LI&PRA is an Italian company that offers innovative and avant-garde 
design solutions in the field of wallpaper and floating flooring, offering 
customized solutions for every environment. The collaboration with 
internationally renowned architects and the passion for the hospitlaity 
world, have led to the development of innovative solutions, both from 
a technical and stylistic point of view, able to meet the most stringent 
demands of the sector.
Innovation, flexibility and attention to detail are clearly visible in digital 
printing wallpapers, produced by the company in its headquarters in Bosco 
di Scandiano (RE), where there is also the concept showroom of over 
1,500 m2, which welcomes hundreds of visitors every year.

LI&PRA	 
INNOVATION	 
AND	DESIGN

LI&PRA	S.P.A.
Via Prandi, 1 
42019 Bosco di Scandiano (RE)

Tel. +39 0522856991
Fax +39 0522855683
info@li-pra.com
www.li-pra.com
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LO DECOR is the embodiment of Italian tradition and style. It is the result 
of its creator’s passion and originality, the interior designer Lorenza Briola. 
LO DECOR cushions anticipate the constant evolution of style in home 
décor. Timeless glamour combines research, excellent craftsmanship and 
the use of exclusive and luxury fabrics. The skills of talented artisan are 
employed to create cushions that enhance the value of impeccable details. 
The commitment to excellence involves and characterized our brand. LO 
DECOR is characterised by a careful study of each piece, reflecting the ideal 
of elegant simplicity. Central to LO DECOR identity is the full expression of 
the ‘Made in Italy’.

LO	DECOR

P.zza Castello 5/E    
22060 Carimate (CO)
Italy

Tel. +39 3314507472
ilaria@lodecor.it
www.lodecor.it
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LUMEN	CENTER

LUMEN	CENTER	ITALIA	S.R.L.
Via Donatori Del Sangue, 37
20010 Santo Stefano Ticino (MI)

Tel. +39 02 3654 4311
info@lumencenteritalia.com
www.lumencenteritalia.com

For the last 50 years, LUMEN CENTER has been a great laboratory that 
pursues excellence. Since the beginning, it has been able to draw inspiration 
and creative energy from international experiences and collaborations, 
however its greatest strength lies in our exclusively Made in Italy lighting 
production.
Quality materials, attention to detail, and artistry are the hallmarks of the 
company ’s know-how: alongside a long tradition of craftsmanship, LUMEN 
CENTER continues to experiment with new solutions and cutting-edge 
technology, breathing new life into creations where outstanding design 
blends perfectly with functionality.
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Lumina is an Italian manufacturer of high-tech lamps with simple lines for 
the residential and contract sectors. It’s based in Arluno, a small town in 
the province of Milan where it was set up in 1980 by Tommaso Cimini, a 
mechanical engineering expert.
His original insight - “Lots of light, not much lamp” – is still the inspiration and 
mission at Lumina: to design lighting products in which function generates 
form and technology is at the service of performance and durability.
The company builds on its know-how by employing the methods and 
processes of circular economy: maximum focus on saving and recycling 
resources, selection of noble materials like aluminium, steel and glass 
(plastic only where indispensable), and designing lamps to last, repairable 
and with components fully disassemblable at the end of the product’s life 
(Design for Disassembly). Lumina is powered from renewable sources, having 
a solar power system covering its energy requirement.

LUMINA	ITALIA

LUMINA	ITALIA	S.R.L.
Via Casorezzo, 63
20004

Tel. +39 02903752
info@lumina.it
www.lumina.it
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Lumis is a company specialized in the design and production of lighting 
fittings for Hotels that can resolve any problem concerning lighting issues. 
The cooperation with some of the most famous international designers 
and the handcrafted production entirely made in Italy have developed a 
particular culture which allows us to satisfy the most demanding market, 
keeping the handcraft excellence bound to the concept of “Made in Italy” 
and to the Tuscan traditions.
Lumis light, thanks to the in-house technical department specialized in the 
study and design of lighting items for Hotels, Nautical and Restaurants, 
draws its inspiration from the contemporary living, creating elegant and 
refined atmospheres. The sense of light, always warm and deep is the main 
parameter of our production.

LUMIS	S.R.L.

Via Zanzotto, 85/107
51100

Tel. +39 0573935305
Fax +39 0573534627
info@lumis.it
www.lumis.it
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M/ U opera a Samugheo, nel cuore della Sardegna e dà lavoro a  donne  
selezionate e formate personalmente da Mariantonia Urru che rimane 
solidamente alla guida del suo laboratorio con grandi vetrate sulle 
verdissime colline del Mandrolisai. Al suo fianco, i quattro figli maschi, 
ingegneri con la passione del design e l’orgoglio di proiettare nel futuro 
l’arte della tessitura tradizionale.
M/U porta nuove collezioni di tappeti firmate da Studio Mario Cucinella, 
Studio Salaris/Sans Nom e Paulina Herrera Letelier, nell’esposizione c’è 
spazio anche per tessuti jacquard anche bouclé. Un’ampia scelta di motivi 
realizzati con filati adatti per l’indoor e per l’outdoor. I tessuti di M/U trovano 
nel mondo del contract alberghiero il primo segmento di riferimento, e in 
molti progetti residenziali di fascia alta con tessuti per rivestimenti e tendaggi 
accanto ai tradizionali tappeti.
Da un lato il rapporto con gli studi di progettazione, ai quali offriamo l’opportunità 
di un dialogo tecnico ed ampie opportunità di customizzazione del prodotto 
(forma, colori, dimensioni). Dall’altro presenza nel dettaglio specializzato 
(carpet stores, grandi negozi e showroom di tessuti ed accessori arredamento). 

MARIANTONIA	
URRU
TESSITURE

MARIANTONIA	URRU	S.R.L.
Via Kennedy, 77
09086

Tel. +39 3493275353
giuseppe@mariantoniaurru.com
www.mariantoniaurru.com
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MEMEDESIGN	S.R.L.

Via Marecchiese, 300 
47922 Rimini (RN) 
Italy

Tel. +39 0541 728492
info@memedesign.it
www.memedesign.it

MEMEDESIGN it produces colorful, trendy and minimal furnishings and 
objects not only for interior design but also for outdoor spaces.
We produce MADE IN ITALY furnitures enhancing the value of the color 
and of the iron sheets, through contemporary, minimal and sinuous design.
The production is entirely MADE IN ITALY and this gives a high quality to 
our product collections for the attention to detail on each item produced. 
Production, planning and property are completely Italian, to spread the 
true culture of the Italian design, made of love, passion, competence and 
professionalism. MEMEDESIGN offers a continuous production of twenty 
standard colors.
For contract hotels, offices and residences we offer the possibility of 
customizing the entire ral folder in a smooth and matte finish following a 
request.
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MLE : cœur français, bras italien.

MLE est née à Paris en 1984 avec une nette spécialisation dans l’éclairage 
pour l’hôtellerie. En 1998, elle a été déplacée à Florence où se trouve un 
important district de production dans le secteur mécanique et de luxe. 
Aujourd’hui encore, MLE maintient sa vocation dans le secteur hôtelier et 
poursuit sa collaboration avec de grands studios de design français pour 
la conception de ses produits. Dans le catalogue MLE, vous pouvez trouver 
des produits conçus par PY Rochon, JP Nuel, Tristan Auer.

MLE	 
HOTEL	LIGHTING

MLE	S.R.L.
Via Einstein, 35 int 53  
50013 Campi Bisenzio Firenze

Tel. +39 0558804701
mle@mlefirenze.it
www.mlelighting.it
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Modenese Luxury Interiors, since 1818, designs and manufactures 
exclusive Italian furniture, which are characterized by impeccable artisanal 
workmanship, functionality and technical equipment. Choosing our luxury 
furniture means to select the best quality of interiors and decorations 
perfect for your royal villa and hotel project. Two centuries of history 
and traditions of classic furniture production and luxury interior design 
distinguish the evergreen features of baroque style furniture: solid wood as a 
primary material and an exclusively handcrafted production for all the needs.

MODENESE	LUXURY	
INTERIORS

MODENESE	GASTONE	 
INTERIORS	S.R.L.
Via Roma n.106/92
35044

Tel. +39 0429 879146 int.203
sonia@modeneseinteriors.com
www.modeneseinteriors.com
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MOMA Design it’s a brand of high-end bathroom furniture made in Milan, 
a manufacturing company that combines innovation and research with 
the typical Italian savoir-faire.
MOMA Design offers a wide range of unique bathroom elements to live 
a comfortable experience in your own bathroom: washbasins, shower 
trays, bathtubs, vanities, mirrors, shower cabins and hammams. We can 
guarantee customization for every project thanks to our internal design 
staff and to the use of a versatile material like Solid Surface, combined 
with precious finishing such as natural veneers, marble, stoneware and 
lacquering.
MOMA Design takes care of people’s wellness by using only the best materials, 
blending careful competence with all the elegance of the Italian manufactory.

MOMA	DESIGN

ARCHIPLAST	S.R.L.
Via Giovanni Falcone, 42
20008 Bareggio (MI)

Tel. +39 0290361225
Fax +39 0290361239
info@momadesign.it
www.moma-design.it/it/ 
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Neobath is a young company born to spread the Made in Italy quality of 
bathroom furniture all over the world. After 25 years of experience in the 
field, I founded the company in the 2008 following a philosophy focused 
on the satisfaction of our customers by ensuring a high quality system of 
production and management.

NEOBATH	DESIGN

SACH	GROUP	S.R.L.S.
Via Rossini, 10 
61040

Tel. +39 3287561551
said@sachgroup.it
www.neobathdesign.it
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NEROSICILIA GROUP: Three brands with one single philosophy. Mass 
production using cutting-edge technologies, but with the great care used 
in crafting one-off pieces while fully respecting the environment. This 
has always been the “Nerosicilia Group” philosophy behind Nerosicilia 
and Mosaicomicro, two Sicilian brands that work with lava stone and 
recycled glass respectively, to bring to life surfaces that are technically 
and aesthetically of the highest quality. Two parallel manufacturing paths 
that share a deep love for the local region and its resources. Companies 
that have grown thanks to constant investment in research and innovation, 
broadening their horizons to offer ever new and varied creative inspirations 
to the worlds of architecture and design. The evolution is continuing and the 
Nerosicilia and Mosaicomicro family is expanding with Pietra Pece, a new 
brand where another local stone becomes the source of inspiration for original 
artistic creations. Three brands, three materials, three types of products, each 
of which has its own strong, recognizable identity, together under the auspices 
and with common value of Nerosicilia Group serving as inspiration.

NEROSICILIA

NEROSICILIA	GROUP	S.R.L.
Viale Vittorio Veneto, 2
41124

Tel. +39 0932/963254
info@nerosicilia.com
www.nerosicilia.group
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OmniDecor è l’azienda specializzata nella lavorazione di lastre di 
vetro decorato per il design e l’architettura. La sua offerta di prodotto, 
costantemente arricchita da nuove finiture e decori personalizzabili, è 
diventata il riferimento di designer e progettisti a livello internazionale. 
L’azienda persegue idee e soluzioni progettuali originali ed esclusive, 
pensate per una committenza internazionale ad alto tasso di selettività. 
OmniDecor coltiva relazioni professionali con i più importanti studi di design 
e di progettazione in Italia e nel mondo: Europa, Stati Uniti, Australia, Giappone, 
Cina. La curiosità intellettuale per tutto ciò che è nuovo e sorprendente, per 
le nuove manifestazioni dell’arte, della cultura e della moda, alimenta la 
fantasia di un lavoro che unisce creatività e tecnologia. 

OMNIDECOR	
GLASS	DESIGN

OMNIDECOR	S.R.L.
Via del Lavoro
64023

Tel. +39 0858071118
marketing@omnidecor.net
www.omnidecor.it
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Onfire is a leading italian manufacturer of wood-fired BBQ, very elegant 
and with a nice design suitable for the ho.re.ca industry and private people 
as well. The structure is available in corten and black powder coated metal 
with rust-proof and corrosion resistant threatment.
Onfire offers a wide range of accessories (like grills, pizza ovens, etc…) 
suitable for different styles of cooking.

ONFIRE	S.N.C.

Via S. Pellico 11/6
33077 Sacile (PN)

Tel. +39 331 4104914
cais.dario@onfirebbq.com
www.onfirebbq.com
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Shapes, finishes and design meant to create seamless sockets and 
switches plates for interior perfectly suitable for hotellerie and architectural 
projects.
We designed a Palagi concept enabling  minimal occupation of space and 
no recess cut needed anymore.
Our craftsmen are fully committed to guarantee the quality of the production, 
taking care of the details and making sure of the perfect functioning of the 
products we build.
Discover our  switches enhancing the elegance and style of the spaces, 
precious details for your projects, our sockets performing versatility and 
ability to satisfy all technological innovations requirments, and our plates 
combining elegance and style, versatility and multifunctional modules.

PALAGI	SWITCHES	
&	SOCKETS

PALAGI	MARINE	LIGHTS	S.R.L.
Via dei Carpentieri, 75/77
55041

Tel. +39 0584-969496
info@palagi.it
www.palagiinterior.it
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PLASTICA ALTO SELE has been operating in the injection molding of 
plastic materials for over 30 years. Specialized in the production of outdoor 
furniture, it is constantly engaged in the search for new materials and a 
refined design and always attentive to technological process innovations.5 
product lines are available: GARDEN, ELITE, RATTAN, HOME and OPERA. 
All products are suitable for both indoor and outdoor use. The continuous 
search for innovative design, with attention to every detail, and the high 
quality standards, make our products indispensable tools for furnishing and 
equipping all spaces in the house in a functional way. Recently, to combine 
the needs of outdoor living with the responsibility of sustainable behavior for 
the environment, we have conceived RINASCIMENTO, our industrial program 
for the production of furniture in recycled plastic, from post-industrial and 
post-consumption residues, 100% recyclable in turn.

PAS	 
PLASTICA	ALTO	SELE	

PLASTICA	ALTO	SELE	SPA
Zona Industriale n. 18
84020 Oliveto Citra (SA)  
Italia

Tel. +39 0828995504
Fax +39 0828995325
info@plasticaltosele.it
www.plasticaltosele.it
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PECCHIOLI	FIRENZE

FRANCO	PECCHIOLI	CERAMICA	
FIRENZE	S.R.L.
Via radici in Piano, 9/11
41042

Tel. +39 0536 812163
Fax +39 0536 889848
info@pecchiolifiremze.it
www.pecchiolifirenze.com

Firm as the clay, clear as the water, powerful as the fire, real as the colour. 
These are the materials we work with and handle on a daily basis since 
ever. Of course they have been developped over the years nevertheless 
have remained close to their millennia old roots, ennobled and transformed 
into products with a great, unique, aesthetic and functional value. There 
is an energy, an almost magic spirit that raises the material and gives it 
life : Art. Until today we continue to draw inspiration and guidance from the 
great man Galileo Chini who turned our business into a fascinating , exciting 
human adventure.   
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With Petracer’s, ceramic returns to its more authentic vocation: 
Decoration. Decoration intended as an expressive and stylistic force. 
Beyond fashion and trends, we do interior deisgn elements more than 
proper ceramic. Always looking for an exclusive and refined luxury, thanks 
to the preciousness of the materials and the interpretation of styles in an 
authentic and personal key. The pleasure in daring, that has always marked 
any new creation, is our approach to affirm our concept of beauty through 
passion, character and originality. The great classics of living, reinterpreted 
in a contemporary way and combined with best know - how, has been always 
the engine of the Brand. 

PETRACER’S	 
CERAMICS

PETRACER’S	CERAMICS	S.R.L.
Via Radici in Piano,9/11 
Fiorano Modenese 
41042 Modena 

Tel. +39 0536 81 21 63
Fax +39 0536 88 98 48
miriamborrelli@petracer.it
www.petracer.it
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Pinetti is a premiere Italian brand manufacturing luxury accessories as 
well as bespoke and limited collections handcrafted in the finest Italian 
leathers. Pinetti’s quintessential design is a result of the long standing 
experience of its inhouse design team that over years led to a development 
of the extensive offer encompassing collections of living, bathroom, office 
and outdoor products. Renowned for its exquisite craftsmanship,
Founded in 1983, Pinetti is today undoubtedly one of the number one 
destinations for top interior designers and architects to source unique 
accessories for yachts, luxury apartments and villas, and 5 stars hotels. 
Pinetti’s artisanal soul and masterful craftsmanship flows into its whole 
collection making each product unique and truly one of a kind.

PINETTI

PINETTI	S.R.L.
Via V Alpini, 41b 
24060 Bagnatica (Bergamo)

Tel. +39 035 684429 
info@pinetti.it 
www.shop.pinetti.it
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PORCELLANA	 
VALENTINA

PORCELLANA	VALENTINA	S.R.L.
Via L. Da Vinci, 2  
Loc. Prataroni Z.i.  
01033 Civita Castellana (VT)  
Italy

Tel. +39 0761 542005
Fax +39 0761 540498
info@porcellanavalentina.it
www.porcellanavalentina.it

We are producers of porcelain since 1985. Design, versatility and style 
are the key words of our products that range from the closely Ho.re.ca 
products, therefore classic shapes, buffet solutions and any other items 
that it is a must for cooking, displaying and serve foods, to our tabletop 
collection “Radici” which counts very particular shapes, specifically 
designed for those that wants a unique product which add value to the 
refined food presented in them.    
The size and versatility of our company allow us to develop both small and 
large productions. Each phase of the production process is taken care of 
down to the smallest detail within our factories by operators with decades 
of work experience, this allow us to proudly say that our products are 
HANDMADE and 100% MADE IN ITALY.
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 Pot à Porter pots are a fusion of the great Italian manufacturing tradition 
and contemporary design. They are produced using high quality clays 
and a distinctive effect whch is obtained by mixing colours prepared in 
the in-house laboratory and applying them by hand. Pot à Porter pots are 
unique pieces by definition. They are individually handmade so each one 
is different. Similar, just like people, but never the same. Pot à porter is the 
prêt-a-porter for your home: ready to wear,ready to experience.

POT	A’	PORTER

DUEELLE	S.R.L.
Via Damiano Chiesa, 2  
31044 Montebelluna (TV)

Tel. +39 0423 1916978
info@potaporter.com
potaporter.com
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Prodital Leather is an Italian manufacturer of high quality leather and 
leather goods for residential, hospitality and mariti me applications since 
1978 We provide an array of over 1.000 solutions for any need: embossed, 
waxed, metallic leather etc. moreover, we can customize pa tterns, shades 
and finishes according to a client’s needs. We are also in the business of 
fully reali zed products, like leather walls, leather paintings and bespoke 
projects. Our production has been awarded with ISO certification 14001 
for environmental ma nagement, UNI EN 16484 for the “ M ade in Italy” 
authentication and ISO 9001 for quality management. Ou r products are 
selected by world renowned architects and interior designers that choose to 
bestow their environments with a typically Italian style.

PRODITAL	LEATHER

PRODITAL	ITALIA	S.R.L.
Via Leonardo da Vinci, 34 
36071 Arzignano (VI) 
Italy

Tel. +39 0444 482354
Fax +39 0444 482589
info@prodital.it
www prodital.it
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Resinflex has been producing faux leather and wall coverings since 1947 in its 
production plant based in Turin (north west Italy) with water-based production 
process, so ecological, only using European raw materials so proud to offer Made 
in Italy products. Our products are free of solvents, formaldehyde, heavy metals 
and mercury. We are reach compliant, our products are free of phthalates and we 
are introducing a faux leather recycling process; we use energy sources with low 
environmental impact. Using Resinflex products means not encouraging the intensive 
breeding of cows and not using highly toxic chemical materials for tanning the leather.
Our upholstery products are used in a wide range of sectors: hotel contract, naval, 
nautical, automotive, aviation and railway. 
Specially in the contract sector, for French market are M1-M2-B-s2, do certified, are 
used to upholster bed frames and headboards, chairs, armchairs, sofas, sofa-bed, 
vertical surfaces and walls of hotels, restaurants, bars, cinemas and auditoriums also 
with acoustic absorption values.
In the naval sector we have twenty years of experience, both faux leather and wall 
coverings products are used  by the most important worldwide Cruise and Ferry Lines 
and comply with IMO/MED regulations. 
The strong points of our faux leather products are: high elasticity so fast and easy 
upholstering, high resistance and soft touch finishing, excellent resistance to rubbing, 
maximum levels of resistance to light, high fire resistance performance (in addition to 
M1-M2) are CL1 / IM-CRIB 5-TB 117-EN 1021 part 1 & 2-Imo/Med compliant), good 
antibacterial and antimicrobial coverage, resistance to blood / urine / saliva penetration.
Muralflex vinyl wall coverings are antibacterial, antimicrobial, antistatic and highly resistant 
to mold as well as comply with European B-s2, do fire resistance standards, perfectly 
washable and stain-free. They combine the warmth and pleasantness of the fabric with he 
excellent resistance, durability, hygiene and safety typical of the vinyl products. Wide range 
of product customization for color, embossing, traditional and digital printing in order to 
meet the most various aesthetic needs.
Aphonflex is a wall covering structured in different layers in order to obtain the best acoustic 
comfort. The closed cell foam layer helps to reduce the echo effect and external and ambient 
noise. Aphonflex absorbs high frequencies, increasing  the purity of audible frequencies: 
auditoriums, cinemas, theaters, meeting rooms, schools, hotels and restaurants, gyms the 
main fields of application
Our production is characterized by products managed in stock service with a wide choice of 
colors and embossing and by customized products for textile backing, color and embossing 
based on the customer’s needs. We use digital plotters for customized prints on both faux 
leather and wall coverings.

RESINFLEX

RESINFLEX	S.R.L.
Via Guglielmo Reiss Romoli, 256   
10148 Torino  
Italy

Tel. +39 011/2280711
Fax +39 011/2264876
info@resinflex.com
www.resinflex.com
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Romano Pavimenti dates to 1899, when Santo Romano (the founder) set 
up a small workshop in the centre of Catania to produce cement tiles. 
Today the tradition of the “Mattonelle Dei Cento Anni” (Hundred Year Tiles), 
from father to son, has reached the fourth generation, maintaining the 
same passion and handcrafted quality but embodying a vision of the future 
that embraces experimentation and innovation to render cement tiles a 
modern choice. Still made with natural raw materials, particularly volcanic 
basalt from Mount Etna that is the basis of all our products, tiles are still 
handmade and inspected one by one using the same techniques passed 
down through generations according to methods of over 100 years of age. 
Our company cares for and respects the environment. All our production 
processes exploit solar energy 100%. Our production is environmentally 
sustainable as all our by-products are entirely recycled and re-used. 

ROMANO	 
PAVIMENTI

ROMANO	PAVIMENTI	S.A.S. 
DI	ROMANO	G.	&	C.
Zona Industriale Via II Strada, 17  
ang. I Strada 
Piano Tavola  
95032 Belpasso (CT)

Tel. +39 0957132384
informazioni@romanopavimenti.it
www.romanopavimenti.it
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Thanks to the long marble and granit experience about  over 40 years, 
to the new architectural solutions constant research, to the production  
planning and computerized equipment help, we will create  for you unique 
pieces of furniture, ensuring the high quality of the workmanship. 
A valuable manual dexterity support of experienced and qualified staff, we 
have high-tech equipment for the fast and perfect execution of any type of 
work.          
We use CAD technology for the design and the realization of artefacts. The 
long experience and the excellent organization of the personnel are the 
guarantee of quality and the accurate finishing of the products.

SALVATORE	BUA
LAVORAZIONE	
MARMI,	GRANITI	 
E	PIETRE

Zona Industriale, Lotto 26 
08023 Fonni (NU)

Tel. +39 347 83 29 220
info@granitisardi.it
info@ideedimarmo.it
www.ideedimarmo.it
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All was born in 1864 in Premana: manufacture qualitative and professional 
knives, appreciated and requested in all the world. Three factors play a 
key-role in producing top-quality chef, kitchen or butcher knives: the use 
of qualitative basis materials, the long-time experience of our craftsmen, 
all combined together with the latest and most innovative machines and 
workings. In the range of Sanelli products every professional, every fan, 
every amateur can find the products that best suits its needs. It’s thanks 
to this idea and quality that Sanelli can be proud to be a strong partner of 
the main associations: FIC - Italian Chef Federation, NIC - Italian National 
Chef Team, NI - Italian National Butcher Team, Euro - Toques Italy, Academia 
Barilla, Metro Academy and a lot of different others.

SANELLI

COLTELLERIE	SANELLI	S.R.L.
Via Risorgimento, 67  
23834 Premana (LC)

Tel. +39 0341 361368
Fax +39 0341 284952
info@sanelli.com
www.sanelli.com
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Semprebon Vittorio e figli sas is an Italian-based, family-owned company 
which has been working in the stone business since 1950.
They are part of our business the manufacturing of flooring, coverings, 
mosaics, bathroom tops, reception desks, bar countertops, tables and more.
Our facilities include our own laboratory with machines and craftsmen able 
to process marble, granite and stone with proven skills and special care in 
their tasks.
We perform different technical analyses on product quality throughout the 
entire production cycle, from  the consulting and planning to the packaging 
and shipment. We take great care in selecting the materials, their quality and 
the manufacturing processes in order to ensure that customers have the 
best product.

SEMPREBON	 
VITTORIO	 
E	FIGLI	SAS

Via Alcide de Gasperi, 1 
37015 Sant’Ambrogio di Valpolicella 
(VR)

Tel. +39 045 686 11 44
Fax +39 045 689 51 98
info@semprebon.it
www.semprebon.it
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Sevensedie is synonymous of tradition and innovation in wooden working 
sector.
Our company is on the market since 1965, and from the beginning always 
tried to combine craft made tradition’s respect  with new technologies, 
capable to always guarantee a final painstaking product and up to any 
expectation.
Actually Sevensedie is manufacturing a wide range in different styles, 
from the pure raw frame up to the finished chair with the most various 
combinations in finishing and fabrics, so that any customer’s requirements 
can be complied with, giving to our customers a product which is real 
expression of the Made in Italy.
Our products’ quality is guaranteed by the care we put in all different phases 
of the production process: from cutting to seasoning and drying of lumber, 
from upholstering to packaging  of the finished chair, each stage  is done 
directly in our factory and is submitted to a precise inspection with the main 
purpose to get a high quality standard product, which, together with detail’s 
care, represent Seven’s basic values.

SEVENSEDIE

SEVEN	SEDIE	 
REPRODUCTIONS	S.R.L.
Via Ca’ del Lago, 11
37053

Tel. +39 0442 30600
info@sevensedie.com
www.sevensedie.com
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Sf collection has been producing chairs and tables for over 30 years.
More recently, we have invested in  developing  products of the contract 
sector, machineries, plants and in design, by collaborating with young 
architects selected by our art director, TOMMASO CALDERA.
Production takes places entirely within our 2 factories in MANZANO and 
SAN GIOVANNI, where we carry out all processing stages on hardwood; 
thanks to a modern painting plant we can provide almost all RAL finishes, 
offering different shades  of brightness fire-repllent painting and anti UV rays 
protection.
We actively collaborate with various architect offices in developing new 
products. 
Our chair Jules, from our latest collection, figured among the finalists of the 
“2018 Young Design” award at the MILAN FURNITURE FAIR.
The backrest of the Jules family articles is made out of a single piece of wood 
bent several times; allowing us to furnish a very solid, smooth structure.

SF	COLLECTION	

SF	COLLECTION	SNC	DI	 
CANTARUTTI	ERICH	 
E	GIANPAOLO
Via Masarotte, 1  
33048 San Giovanni al Natisone 
Udine  
Italy

Tel. +39 432756237
Fax +39 432746780
info@sfcollection.it
www.sfcollection.it
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Sichenia was founded in the early seventies and has grown continuously 
as a manufacturer of floor and coverings in porcelain stoneware and has 
consolidated its role in the ceramics industry as a company that provides 
a complete offer.
Via a progressive technology investment program, Sichenia has constantly 
increased its product lines, which consist of porcelain stoneware flooring 
for outdoor and indoor environments and single fire coatings.
The production organization, inspired by the utmost efficiency and obtained 
through extensive use of automation and the continuous improvement in 
the pursuit of quality, combined with vanguard aesthetics criteria, are the 
main factors that have made Sichenia products successful both in Italy and 
abroad.
Quality, reliability, innovation and professionalism are the guidelines that have 
an impact on our projects and that will dictate our Company’s future choices.

SICHENIA

SICHENIA	GRUPPO	 
CERAMICHE	S.P.A
Via Toscana, 12
41049

Tel. +39 0536 818411
info@sichenia.it
www.sichenia.it
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Sicilia Intarsi is a family tradition and a company owned by the D’Antone 
family, which has been producing marquetry in Sicily since 1930. We focus 
our production on custom projects for social and private interiors.
At this moment we have evolved our company from the production of 
single custom objects to a complete service for interior design projects, 
paying attention to every detail at every level and scale.

SICILIA	INTARSI

SICILIA	INTARSI	 
DI	D’ANTONE	G.	&	R.	SNC
Via Plebiscito, 429
95122

Tel. +39 3281629726
info@siciliaintarsi.com
www.intarsio.com
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SIMAS spa, manufacturer of ceramic sanitary ware, 100% made in Italy, 
boasting the brand Ceramics of Italy  is, since  its foundation in 1955, a 
reality based on its ‘human capital’ with a true etic of labor, often passed 
from father to son. SIMAS ecosystem has been, in 65 years of activity, one 
of the guidelines of the business strategy of the company: from monitoring 
the production processes, strictly in-house, to the research on materials 
and to the recycling of ceramic wastes. SIMAS certifications: UNI ISO 9001-
2015 for the quality of the production processes (since 1997) and UNI ISO 
14001-2015 for a correct environmental management. Starting from 2016 
some products are certified according to the standards of WaterMark, UPC 
and Water Sense as well as of the new European Water Label.

SIMAS	SPA

Via Falerina Km.3  
01033 Civita Castellana (VT) 
Italy

Tel. +39 0761518161
Fax +39 0761517897
simas@simas.it
www.simas.it
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Slamp devotes itself to decorative design lamps, capturing the most 
current trends, drawing on the natural world, on architectonic, sartorial 
virtuosity and on artistic developments, transforming them into luminous 
objects, which are both suggestive and versatile. This is thanks to the use 
of a new generation of materials and special manual assembly of parts 
that, once put together, give life to a luxurious, figurative panorama.
Slamp uses its materials with flair and imagination, bringing a high level 
of customization to its Catalog Collections in order to meet the needs of 
restaurants, offices, hotels and retail spaces.

SLAMP

SLAMP	S.P.A
Via Vaccareccia, 14 
00071 Pomezia RM

Tel. +39 06 916 2391
info@slamp.it
www.slamp.com
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SMARTBEDS	BY	 
COLOMBO	907	S.R.L.	

COLOMBO	907	S.R.L.	
Via Monti, 38   
22060 Carugo (CO)

Tel. +39 031 76 11 61 
amministrazione@colombo907.com
www.smartbeds.it

Colombo made home furniture since 1907 by combining high quality 
craftsmanship, innovation and technology research. During the 80’s 
Colombo diversified and set up different companies with separate 
corporate missions and policies. Colombo 907, established by Lino 
Colombo, has led and still leads the way in technological research. The 
furniture industry must increasingly face the challenge of using smaller 
living spaces. This entails the use of areas which cannot normally be used 
with traditional furniture. To increase living capacity without compromising 
on living space, furnishing solutions have been designed such as sofa 
beds and folding bed, which mainly satisfy daily need but generally are 
uncomfortable and not practical. In order to solve these issues, and focusing 
more on quality of living, Colombo 907 has developed wall mounted beds with 
the following features: safety and reliability, ease of use, comfort, modular 
design and aesthetic value. Smartbeds by Colombo907 manufactures and 
exports all over the world, solving thousands of space problems especially 
in hotels, hospitality industries, naval industries, communities and university 
campus. We always cooperate with the best designers and will continue to 
ensure the company future development with commitment and innovation. 
SmartBeds Multifunctional furniture allows users to live comfortably even in 
small living spaces.
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SOFF-ART is an Italian Company specialized in bedding from 1880.
Our pillows have an exclusive pocketed spring structure developed and 
patented by SOFF-ART.
•  Morpheus Spring pillows – a range of products with high-quality, 
hypoallergenic, layered polyester fiber padding around the springs.

•  Viscospring pillows – a range of products combining springs with a filling 
of memory foam produced internally with high quality anallergic materials.

Both pillow types can be customized with a trim, an embroidery and specific 
technical and commercial labels. Different softness and sizes are available, 
with covers in 100% high quality cotton twill or in different technical fabrics.
They are certified for perfect head-neck-shoulders alignment by ErgoCert 
and have been also certified by Oeko-Tex.

SOFF-ART	 
The	Pillow	Atelier

SOFF-ART	S.R.L.
Via Maestri Del Lavoro, 49  
05100 Terni  
Italy

Tel. +39 0744813535
Fax +39 0744812309
soffart@soffart.com
www.soffart.com
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Household made in Italy
 In 1963, in Italy, our company was founded and named with the family 
name: Rivadossi. The generations have followed one another over the 
years, but the goal is not changed: to design and produce kitchenwares 
with passion for the world of cooking that are able to enhance the Made in 
Italy in the world.
F.lli Rivadossi is a manufacturer of food mills, cookware, lids, milk jugs, 
kitchen tools and cutlery. Its items are produced in stainless steel and 
plastic material and they are designed to semplify people’s lives and chefs.
It has always been committed to a continuous research of materials and new 
designs to improve the performance of our products and meet consumer 
demand.
It’s specialized also in the private lable production and creations of ad-hoc 
products.

TOMATTO	 
BY	RIVADOSSI

F.LLI	RIVADOSSI	S.R.L.
Via Luigi Cadorna, 65
25027 Quinzano D’oglio (BS)  
Italy

Tel. +39 030 933033
export@tomatto.it
www.tomatto.it
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The design meets functionality creating a perfect combination. Tuoni was 
born from this need: to offer contemporary design solutions with passion 
and practicality. The products of “Tuoni” brand are chosen to be combined 
in creative compositions for practical but effective use. The production is 
realized taking care of details with the cooperation of expert designers, 
with total attention to the different needs.

TUONI

IMPRESE	LIPPOLIS	S.R.L.
Sede legale:  
via xx settembre, 118  
00187 roma 

Sede operativa:  
Via Per Grottaglie, Km 1.8  
72021 Francavilla Fontana (BR)

Tel. +39 0831821040 
acquisti@cribel.it
amministrazione@cribel.it
www.tuoni.eu
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PARIS
44 rue Paul Valéry 75116 Paris
Tél. : +33 (0)1 53 75 70 00
Fax : +33 (0)1 45 63 40 34
parigi@ice.it
www.ice.it
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